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Control Pod Console

Features and Benefits
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THE CONTROL POD CONSOLES
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are perfect for applications that require
viewing multiple monitors at one time.
AFC’s Control Pod Console allows you
to mount a large number of screens
of diﬀerent sizes without sacrificing
ergonomics.
Our Control Pod Consoles oﬀer
optional independent, electronic height
adjustment of the work surface and
monitor platform. Horizontal adjustment along the tracks and vertical
micro-adjustment eliminate gaps
between the monitors, and extensions
on the outer monitor arms allow for a
more comfortable viewing arc.
Finally, if you need the Control
Console to fulfill even more specific
requirements, we can customize it to fit
perfectly to your space, equipment, and
specifications.

 Monitor platform accommodates monitors of
diﬀerent shapes and sizes, in any arrangement,
without gaps
 First and last columns of monitor arms have longer
reach to provide optimal parabolic viewing shape
 Built-in extra-quiet fans for CPU ventilation
 Cold-rolled 11-gauge steel frame with epoxypowder-coated finish
 Particle-board-core top with your choice of highpressure laminate finish, edged with bumper
molding or T-molding
 Multiple colors & surface shapes available (see p. 4)
 Glides or 4” casters

Optional
 Electronic height adjustment of work surface and
monitor platform
 Retractable work surface to adjust the distance
from the monitors
 Lockable 3-drawer pedestals
 Mesh doors for front and rear CPU access
 Footrest
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A (on the previous
page) shows a 21-monitor Control Pod Console
with a fixed height and
three-drawer pedestals,
while B and C are
height adjustable.
All three configurations show diﬀerent
types of ventilated
enclosures that oﬀer
CPU access either from
the rear or from both
sides. Maintaining the
temperature inside
enclosures is critical to
the proper functioning and survival of the
equipment operating
within. Our enclosures
have mesh doors and
extra quiet fans for
maximum ventilation.
C also features a
retractable work surface
that allows the operator
to adjust the distance
from the monitors.

Electronic Adjustment:
 SURFACE HEIGHT
 MONITOR HEIGHT

B

Control Pod Console

Sliding and removable door panels allow easy
access for wire management and servicing.

C

Control Pod Console

AFC's fans feature a
smooth, ball bearing
design for extraquiet operation.

D

B-Line Control Console™

Each verticallyadjustable monitor
arm rides on a track for
independent horizontal
motion.
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you to line them up side by side to create an arc
around a central set of screens. Each section of the
console has 3 rack mounts to house equipment, as
well as cabinet enclosures for the CPUs.
Each screen is mounted on an adjustable
monitor arm that rides on a track for horizontal
adjustment, as well as allowing eﬀortless vertical
adjustment. This way, you can either bring the
monitors close to the work surface or raise them
up out of the way of the controls. D also features
an additional Z-arm
monitor holder in
the middle, adding
an extra screen for
each operator.
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THE B-LINE CONSOLES™ are shaped to allow
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Standard Laminate Colors
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OPEN CONTROL CONSOLES come
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Our non-electric Open Control
Console ( H ) features manual adjustment of monitors. It allows you to base
the positioning on monitor size and
required viewing angle. Maximum
height and width can be customized.

H

Z-series Monitor
Arms # AFC2RAILZ03
for 6 monitors

Molding & Frame Colors

in two configurations: the monitor
height can either be adjusted independently of the work surface ( E and F ),
or can move together with the surface
( G ). The consoles come in multiple
surface shapes and colors, and feature
an optional retractable work surface for
adjusting the distance to the monitors.

VIDEO WALL
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8 in.

6 in.

4 in.

Three-row
Video Wall for 15 monitors

THE VIDEO WALL consists of one or more tracks for sliding the monitor arms from left to right, where every single
arm allows tilting up-down and left-right, as well as microadjustment to eliminate gaps between monitors. Z-arms
give each monitor an ample range of motion, allowing you
to position them in several diﬀerent viewing arrangements.

 Horizontal or vertical mounting of
tracks
 Z-arm monitor holders with extension,
tilt, and pan motion; arms have varying
length to provide parabolic shape for
optimum viewing
 VESA-compliant monitor holder that
can be adjusted from portrait to
landscape views and tilted to avoid
glare
 Combination setup allows horizontal
and vertical adjustment of the monitors

The outer
monitor arms
are longer
than at the
center, which
lets you create
a comfortable
viewing arc.
When laid out
straight, the
monitors can
get as close as
4" to the wall.

 Monitor travels from 4" to 20" from the
wall
 Multiple colors available

Optional
 Monitor holders # AFC16, # AFC18,
# AFC22 (tilt and pan only)
 Non VESA-compliant monitor holders
available for larger flat screens

The Video Wall's freedom of motion allows you to combine monitors of different
shapes and sizes, in any arrangement, without gaps.
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 Aluminum track with mounting holes
and safety stopper at both ends allows
monitor holders to slide
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Features and Benefits
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DISPATCH CONSOLES
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Features and Benefits
 Electronic height adjustment of
work surface
 Monitor arms with horizontal,
vertical, and tilt adjustment

Ergonomic consoles »
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 Light and sound barrier partitions
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 Complete wall-to-wall installation
services

OUR DISPATCH CONSOLES are ergonomic, self-contained workspaces that increase both productivity and comfort. Sound-absorbing
partitions help eliminate distractions, while electronic height controls
let you eﬀortlessly adjust the console to any operator, whether sitting
or standing.
The Ergo Tier Console™ ( A ) also adds independent electronic
adjustment of monitor height and focal length without taking away
any of the console’s ample desk space.

 Cold-rolled 11-gauge steel frame
with epoxy-powder-coated finish
 Particle-board core top with your
choice of high-pressure laminate
finish edged with bumper molding

Keypad with LED
display and four
memory presets

Optional
 Electronic adjustment of monitor
height and focal length
 Partitions with removable lower
metal panel for back CPU access and
continuous cable management
 Mobile CPU enclosure

Ergo Tier Console™

Electronic Adjustment:
 SURFACE HEIGHT
 MONITOR HEIGHT
 FOCAL LENGTH
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Electronic Adjustment:
 WORK SURFACE HEIGHT
 BACK SURFACE HEIGHT

Dual Tier Console™

Corner Single Tier Console™

C

Keypad to electronically
adjust work surface
height with LED display
and four memory presets
(for Single Tier Consoles )
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Electronic Adjustment:
 WORK SURFACE HEIGHT

Front view

Single Tier Console™

D

Back view

CPU enclosure with mobile platform allows for both front
and back CPU access.
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B

The Dual Tier Console ( B ) has two independently adjustable surfaces. With the simple touch
of a button you can adjust the height of the monitors and work surface from a seated to a standing
position, including the bifocal setting (where the
monitors are lower than the work surface).
In the Single Tier Console ( C and D ), there is
one work surface that is electronically adjusted as
a unit, while the monitors are adjusted manually.
The Dispatch Consoles shown on this page
have Z-series monitor arms that allow manual
adjustment of each monitor’s focal length, CPU
enclosures, and light and sound barrier partitions
with built-in continuous cable management and
removable lower panels.
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Complimentary Services
AFC Industries, Inc. is here to help you create the most comfortable
and productive work environment possible. Our premium
services include complimentary 3-D product blueprints for all
customized designs and detailed floor plans of your facility.

GSA Contract Holder

We would be happy to discuss your needs and find the best
furniture solution for your business.

Custom Designs

Rigorous Quality Control

Delivery

Customer Support

We deliver our products fully assembled to ensure maximum
quality and convenience for our customers.
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Contact Us

Visit Us

Tel: 1.718 .747.0237

www.controlandcommand.com

Fax: 1.718 .747.0726

